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ABSTRACT

A group of 18 children from 5 to 12 years old in a
?LES course in Mandarin Chinese were graded by three native speakers
on their ability to repeat Mandarin Chinese sentences with which they
were already familiar and on their ability to produce'appropriate
sentences to describe posters used in the Chinese Class. These grades
in Chinese were correlated with the children's age in menths and with
their scOres on two Subtests of the Wing Standardised Test of Musical
Intelligence and five subtests of the Illinois Test of
Psycholinguistic Abilities. All correlations between age, musical
talent and psycholinguistic abilities on the one hand and achievement
in Chinese on the other were positiVe, but only correlations *ith
certain of the subscalet of the ITPA were statistically, significant.
The results suggpst a positive relationship between psycholinguistic
maturity and potential success in foreign language learning.
(Author)
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Thi

.-itJdy investigates three hypotheses concerning factors which
t,,lo of these hypotheses are drawn

f"mIL t,he "folklore" of accepted ideas about talent in foreign languages,
hile -thc: third is suggested by more recent developments in osycholingui4:tic resear!h-

These are the hypotheses:

Therr- is an inverse relationship between age and the ability
to learn a. foreign language, i.e. younger chilaren learn for-

elem languages more easily than older ones.
I.

There is a positive relatiOnship between musical talent and
the anilit,y Lo 3Qarn a foreign language.

1.

There ih a positive relationship between certain types of
psycholi:wuistic ability and the ability to learn a foreign
language.

Tle Literature_
Age

There have been several recent discussions of the widespread
the ability to learn a f'oreign language diminishes ath age

(zoo OThom and Samuels 1973), but two points emerge:

l

Only a few

writers claim a superiority for younger children in all skills (Penfield
and Roberts 1959, Andersson 1973), but more claim that younger children
are superior in learning pronunciation (see Diller 1971 for one explanation).

2) Experimental studiea comparing achievement in language learners

of different ages tend t- show an overall advantage for older lemrhers
(Asher and Price 1967), while studies of pronunciation as an isolated as7.

peat have mixed results,

itn some showing better performance mmong younger

learners (Herold 1970), while.cthere show older learners, superior in

luder_ Otoio and. To,ota 1961).

prowinciati

Tale it:

f

ve found a siniificrnt relationship between certain of its scales

Talert

and succecz in
1972).

Envestiga tors u.sing the Seashore Test

rc

eigh language learning (Dexter 1934, Arellano aad Draper

Dexter and Omoake (19314) fmnd little _- no relationship between

pitch discrimination and tonal memory an the one hand and foreign language
learning on the other, although later investiga

rs (Pimsleur, Stockwell

and Comley 1962, Blicken.Aaff 1963) indeed found such a relationship.
61) found a relationship between overall musical talent as

Eterno

measured by another test and success in fa eign language pronunciation.
,Psy_c_Lolilft11-.LAility:

There is

ri extensive 1iteratur e on the

relationship between I.Q. and foreign language learning ability, but recent
criticism

f the vaguen- s of the concept of a. global 1 Q. suggests that

certain specific verbal or ps., hoiinguistic abilities might be more rele-

Studies of the relationship be-

vant to foreign language learning success

tween these psycholinguist c abilities and foreign language learning is
still scanty, however.

Pinsleur

Stockwefl and ConLrey (1962) found that

verbal I.Q. and word flue cy influenced foreign lan ueg

learning, while

nd non-achieve s in audio-lingual courses scored lower

nnor (396

in dig]. t-span tests than did achievers.

ent

Eighteen children aged 5 to 12

-a

ic

ourse in Mandarin Chinese at an Ames
experimental subjects.

ants in a voluntary, afterIowa

el- entary school, were

It was hoped that by using children from the

whole range covered by elementary schoel

would be possible to detect

any age-related trend in learning ability.
The subjects were given five subtests from the. Illinois Test

Pycholinguistic Abilities, an instrument used widely for diagnostic work
wuong children ranging from preschool through the fourth grade, and two

subtests from the Wing Standardis.ed TestofMnsicul Intellige ce

a test

usually used in Great Britain with older elementary school children,
'.7;cores on the standardized tests were correlated with grades given by

three native speakers of Mandarin Chinese who listened to tape-recorde0,

samples of the children's performance in the target language.

Two re-

eording,=., were made of each child's performance during the ten-week. dura-

tion of the course.

Each sample consisted of their repetitions of fifteen

tape-recorded sentences familiar to them and their responses tm fifteen
posters which they were told to describe' in Chinese.

The children had al-

ready learned to associate Chinese sentences with most of the posters,
Describing some of the posters require3. a certain amount of reasoning by

analogy, combining vocabulary items from two or more phrases previously
learned.

The three native speakers, none of whom knew the children, listened
to each -entence and rated it on a scale of 1 to 5.

These grades were then

averaged and totaled to give two grades for each child, one for repetition_
(of' sentences heard on tape) and the other for productian. (of appropriate

sentences to describe posters).
The subtests of the Illinois. Test_ ofPsycholinEllipitic Abilities were

chosen on the basis of their hypothesized relevance to foreign language

4

learning.

They were as fellows:

The number of separate concepts the subject

Verbal ex ression:

like a button or rubber

names when asked to describe a c_
ball.

Grammati
'=

1 closure:

The number of standard English forms the sub-

uses in completing, orally sentences like "This is a child.

These

are

The number of familiar words the s bject is able

Auditory closure.

to guess when they are presented orally with sounds or ,yllables omitted.
The number of words the .ubject can put together

Snund _blending:

from sounds pronounced separately by the examiner.
Auditpa_qfAuential mernoy )

The number of increasingly longer SE-

quencs of numbers the subject can repeat.
Sub

sts of the Wing_Standardised Test of M .ical TnteiLlinhL

choqen were those already mentioned in the literatt
Tonal perception:

chords are played in suceession.

identical or diffor by a single note.

They are

The subject must state which

case, and, tell if the no e that is different is higher or lower.

ig- th

Tonal memory.

Two short tunes are played which differ by a single

Thr s brect must tell which note is differpnt,

note.

It --s hypothesized that if total perception and tonal memory were

relevant to foreign language ledr ing they would he paaticularly important
in learning a tone languag- liYe Chinese.

Results

Pearsnn product mo

orrelations

(

were calculated between

and p- du

repetit,

months, scores on the

sut

hand and age of subject in

grades on t-_-_-

e suibtosts of psyeholinguistie ability and the

musical al:dlity on the.

Tho results are summarized

her

belo

Verbal
Expression

eduction

petition

0.42

Sound
Blending

0.36

Auditory
Sequential
Memory

Production

0.61**

0.23

Re etition

0=43

0.67**

Grammatical
Closure

Auditory
Closure

0.50*

0=21

0.65**

0.60**

Tonal
Perception

Tonal
Memory

0.19
0.31

*significant to =05 level
ignificant to .01 level

co

lusions
1.

The hypothesis of a negative relati nship between age and foreign

1 nguage learning is not susta ned.

Even repetition of foreign language

sentences improves with age, although nut quite as much as production.

The

relationship between age and foreign language production does not quite
reach statistical , gnificance at the .05 level.
2.

The hypothesis that musical talent, specifically as measured by

tests of trAial perception and tonal memory, is correlated with success in

lear ing a cone language like Chinese, was not sustained.

The sco es

both subte,t- cortelate positively with the foreign language grades, with

6

--tonal perception showing higher correlations than tonal memory, but

neither is statisically significant.
3.

Among the scores of psycholinguistic ability, grammatical

closure is significantly related to both repetition and production.

Grammatical closure is a measure of both knowle ge of standard English
j,rammar and of general maturity of language development.

cubtests of the Illinois

Fsvcholinguist:

Since the other

AbiIltieo

e also de-

signed as diagnostic tests of psycholinguistic maturity and several of
them nave statistically si nificant correlations with either production
or

epetition, it may be that general maturity of language development is

helpful in learning a foreiffn language, and not a hindrance,
and Roberts (1959) suggest.

Penfield

Or it may simply be that children who find

it casier to learn their native language also find it easier to learn a
foreign language.

Indications that auditory closure and audi

y sequential memory are

significantly related to the ability to repeat sentences in a foreign
language are not surprising, but the relationship between sound b'

iding

and foreign language production calls for more investigation. -The whole
area of relationships between certain measurable types of psycholinguistic

abilities and foreign language learning iu, as a matter of fact, one which
merits further research.
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